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where { Δ } and {Γ } are the largest unessential identifiers for R obtained by Reichelderfer [3, §3.6 ] and Rado' [ 1, §4.7] , respectively. Thus {Λ(σ β R )i is the largest unessential identifier presently known for R and imposes all the classical identifications in /?.
Let N (β ) denote the nucleus of the barycentric homomorphism
THEOREM. The system \ Λ (β )\ is an unessential identifier for S.
It is interesting to note that the foregoing theorem gives for the Eilenberg complex S the result corresponding to that of Reichelderfer for the Rado' complex R (see [3, §3.2] ). The following lemmas are then obvious. ••• 9 dp), T) The proof of (1) Then since we have Therefore, via P 2 , we have But via (5) and the fact that σ 7/ = 1, we have
and Pi follows.
II. THE PROOF OF P t 2.1. We shall use throughout this section the notation Ί for the p-cell
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(d Q9 ••• > dp, T) when there is little chance for ambiguity. Under this convention a chain c having the representation n c p ~ Z^ λy(cf 0 , , dp, Ίj ) may be written Σy=i λy 7y. Thus Ί represents both a transformation from the convex hull | rf 0 , , dp \ into the topological space X and the p-cell {d Q9 9 2.2. For p < 0, the proposition P t is trivial. For p = 0, ί\ is also trivial. Let E denote the set of ordered pairs (/, we are led to consider for a fixed k and q $ pression <^p, 0 <_ qr < p+l, the ex-
Now to prove Pi we need only show that Y^q ~ 0 Therefore k and q will remain fixed throughout the remainder of this section; and even though subsequent definitions will depend upon k and q, they will not be displayed in the notation.
For
(see [3, §1,9] ) there exists a unique permutation {n Q9
such that i n < < i nk Let 2.10. Employing § §2.8, 2.9, and (11) of §2.6, we see that Ykq = 0, and hence P x follows. Let us note also that since Pi s P 2$ P 2 also is valid. 
Then 1 Gp \ is an unessential identifier for R. [1, §4.71) .
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The writer has been unable to determine as yet whether N (σ β ) is effectively larger than either Δ or Γ 3 3. The following lemma (see [l, §4.1] ) is immediate from the fact that satisfies the well-known "homotopy identity," + LEMMA. Let {Gp\ be an identifier for S such that the following conditions hold:
c p £ G P implies that p* p c* e G p + i .
Then { Gp \ is an unessential identifier for S.
The system of nuclei \N(β )} clearly is an identifier for S since β is a chain mapping. Therefore, applying Pi we obtain the maximum result of the foregoing lemma.
THEOREM. The system \N(β )} is an unessential identifier for S.
